We present the star cluster catalogs for 17 dwarf and irregular galaxies in the HST Treasury Program "Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey" (LEGUS). Cluster identification and photometry in this subsample are similar to that of the entire LEGUS sample, but special methods were developed to provide robust catalogs with accurate fluxes due to low cluster statistics. The colors and ages are largely consistent for two widely used aperture corrections, but a significant fraction of the clusters are more compact than the average training cluster. However, the ensemble luminosity, mass, and age distributions are consistent suggesting that the systematics between the two methods are less than the random errors. When compared with the clusters from previous dwarf galaxy samples, we find that the LEGUS catalogs are more complete and provide more accurate total fluxes. Combining all clusters into a composite dwarf galaxy, we find that the luminosity and mass functions can be described by a power law with the canonical index of −2 independent of age and global SFR binning. The age distribution declines as a power law, with an index of ≈ −0.80 ± 0.15, independent of cluster mass and global SFR binning. This decline of clusters is dominated by cluster disruption since the combined star formation histories and integrated-light SFRs are both approximately constant over the last few hundred Myr. Finally, we find little evidence for an upper-mass cutoff (< 2σ) in the composite cluster mass function, and can rule out a truncation mass below ≈ 10 4.5 M but cannot rule out the existence of a truncation at higher masses.
INTRODUCTION
Dwarf galaxies are interesting laboratories with which to study the process of star formation. The extreme environments found in dwarfs (low-mass, low-metallicity, and lowstar formation rate (SFR)) can provide leverage to test observational scaling relationships and predictions from theoretical models. Star clusters can be especially conspicuous in dwarf galaxies and a prominent tracer of the star formation process. For example, young massive clusters (M>10 5 M ) are the products of extreme star formation periods (i.e., high star formation efficiencies (SFE) >60%; Turner et al. 2015) and have been found in several local bursting dwarf galaxies (Billett, Hunter & Elmegreen 2002; Johnson, Indebetouw & Pisano 2003; Johnson et al. 2004; Calzetti et al. 2015a ). In addition, several cluster properties appear to scale with their host-galaxy properties (e.g., the brightest cluster and the total number of clusters, etc. ; Larsen 2002; Whitmore 2003; Goddard, Bastian & Kennicutt 2010 ) that can provide clues to the physics of star formation.
Despite the important environmental conditions found in dwarf galaxies, their star cluster populations are often challenging to study due to the low SFRs and consequently the reduced numbers of clusters. The low number statistics can add scatter to established cluster-host relationships and cause difficulties in interpreting the results even in larger samples of dwarf galaxies (Cook et al. 2012 ). Thus, providing a large sample of dwarf galaxies whose star clusters have been uniformly identified and their properties uniformly derived can provide key insights into the star formation process.
There are two key factors that can act to reduce the amount of scatter found in the cluster-host relationships of dwarf galaxies are: 1) uniform identification of a more complete sample of clusters, and 2) measuring accurate total fluxes and consequently more accurate cluster ages and masses. There are other factors that can affect the accuracy of derived clusters properties (e.g., single stellar population model uncertainties, stochastic effects for low-mass clusters, and reddening law uncertainties); however, if implemented uniformly across a sample of clusters, then the scatter introduced by these other factors will be reduced.
The first factor that can add scatter into cluster-host relationships in dwarf galaxies is cluster identification. Traditionally, clusters have been identified by visually inspecting images to produce a cluster catalog. However, this method can result in missed clusters and contain biases depending on what an individual might identify as a cluster, which can depend on the size, shape, color, and luminosity of the cluster as well as the background and crowding environments nearby. Automated methods of cluster identification (Bastian et al. 2012; Whitmore et al. 2014; Adamo et al. 2017) could improve the completeness of clusters as these methods can flag all extended objects in the galaxy as cluster candidates. Unfortunately, these candidates require vetting by human classifiers where, in some cases, the number of candidates can be large compared to the number of real clusters. However, the number of candidates produced in dwarfs will likely be small, thus, making an automated identification method (with subsequent human vetting) practical in dwarf galaxies.
The second factor that can add cluster-host relationship scatter is inaccurate total fluxes and cluster properties. It is clear that high resolution imaging is required across at least 4 photometric bands to obtain clean photometry and accurate physical properties of clusters in nearby galaxies (Anders et al. 2004; Bastian et al. 2014) . Even with high c 0000 RAS resolution imaging, the aperture correction used for clusters can produce significantly different total fluxes ) and the subsequently derived physical properties (age, mass, and extinction) .
In this paper we examine various methods to identify and measure total fluxes of clusters in a sample of 17 dwarf and irregular galaxies from the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS; Calzetti et al. 2015b ) where high-resolution HST images in 5 bands have been acquired by LEGUS for each of these dwarfs. We focus on the comparisons between automated and human-based identification as well as which photometric methods produce accurate total cluster fluxes and consequently produce accurate physical properties (i.e., age, mass, and extinction). We then compare our results of identification and photometry with those from previous cluster studies in dwarf galaxies. Finally, we conclude by examining the basic properties of clusters in these extreme environments and test if these properties change with galaxywide properties.
DATA & SAMPLE
In this section we describe the LEGUS dwarf and irregular galaxy sub-sample and how it compares to the full LEGUS sample. The data and properties of the entire LEGUS sample are fully described in Calzetti et al. (2015b) , but we provide an overview here. The LEGUS sample consists of 50 nearby galaxies within a distance of 12 Mpc to facilitate the study of both individual stars and star clusters. A combination of new WFC3 and existing ACS HST imaging constitute the LEGUS data resulting in 5 bands for each galaxy that cover near UV and optical wavelengths. The HST filters available in the LEGUS galaxies are F275W, F336W, F438W/F435W, F555W/F606W, and F814W, and are hereafter referred to as N U V , U , B, V , I, respectively. The global properties of the full LEGUS sample span a range in SFR (−2.30 < log(SFR; M yr −1 ) < 0.84), stellar mass (7.3 < log(M ; M ) < 11.1), and SFR density (−3.1 < log(ΣSFR; M yr −1 kpc −2 ) < −1.5). The normalized areas used for SFR densities are the D25 isophotal ellipses from RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) as tabulated by NED 1 . The dwarf and irregular galaxy sub-sample was chosen based on the absence of obvious spiral arms and dust lanes in the HST color images. As a result of this morphological selection, the galaxies studied here have irregular morphologies and may not strictly be considered dwarf galaxies. However, the majority (15 out of 17) have stellar masses below log(M ≤ 9 M ) (see Figure 1 ). There are 23 galaxies in the LEGUS sample that meet the morphological criteria, and all 23 global galaxy properties are presented in the subsequent paragraphs of this section. However, in the cluster analysis sections of this study ( §3 and beyond) we utilize only the 17 dwarfs available in the public cluster catalog release of June 2018.
We used published physical properties to verify that the dwarf sample (N =23) tended to have low SFRs, low stellar 1 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu masses (M ), and low metallicities; these properties are presented in Table 1 . The FUV-derived SFRs are taken from Lee et al. (2009) and Calzetti et al. (2015b) . The stellar masses are taken from Cook et al. (2014) and are computed from mass-to-light ratios of the Spitzer 3.6µm fluxes from Dale et al. (2009) . The metallicities are taken from the compilation of Cook et al. (2014) , where oxygen abundances derived from direct methods are favored, but do contain strong-line measurements when direct method values were not available. The global properties of the dwarf sub-sample span a range in SFR (−2.30 < log(SFR; M yr −1 ) < −0.03), stellar mass (7.3 < log(M ; M ) < 9.5), and SFR density (−3.1 < log(ΣSFR; M yr −1 kpc −2 ) < −1.5); note that the dwarfs span the full range of ΣSFR as the full LEGUS sample. Figure 1 illustrates the galaxy-wide physical properties of both the full LEGUS sample and the dwarf sub-sample. Panel 'a' shows the distribution of the SFR versus galaxy morphological type (T ), where the dwarf sub-sample tends to populate the later-type and lower SFR range of the entire sample. Panel 'b' shows the distribution of the SFR versus ΣSFR, where the dwarf sub-sample spans a large range of ΣSFR. Panels 'c' and 'd' show the distribution of SFR versus stellar mass and metallicity, respectively. The dwarf subsample tends to have lower stellar mass and metallicity.
CLUSTER CATALOGS
In this section we describe how the cluster catalogs for the LEGUS dwarf galaxies are constructed. The procedures used to produce the cluster catalogs follow that of Adamo et al. (2017) , and involve multiple steps: detection of candidates, classification, photometry and extrapolation to total flux, and SED fitting to obtain physical properties (e.g., age, mass, and extinction).
One of the main goals of the LEGUS project is to determine whether the properties of star clusters are dependent on the galactic environment where they live. Dwarf galaxies offer a environment distinct from more massive spiral galaxies in which to explore this possibility. Given the possibility that star clusters in dwarfs may exhibit different properties, it is not unreasonable to assume that care must be taken when applying the methods of cluster detection and characterization developed using the LEGUS spiral galaxies to dwarfs galaxies to ensure that systematics are not introduced. In this section we highlight two additional steps that were taken to check for possible systematics: a visual search for clusters, and an alternate method to compute total cluster fluxes.
CLUSTER IDENTIFICATION

Automated Cluster Candidate Detection
The LEGUS cluster pipeline allows the user to tailor parameters for selection and photometry to appropriate values for each galaxy. The pipeline begins by utilizing SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to identify point and point-like objects in the V-band image to create an initial catalog of both stars and star cluster candidates. Table 1 . Properties of the LEGUS dwarf galaxies. Column 1: Galaxy name. Column 2 and 3: J2000 right ascension and declination from NED. Column 4: Galaxy morphological type from Calzetti et al. (2015b) . Column 5: Distance in Mpc from Calzetti et al. (2015b) . Column 6: The gas-phase metallicity and error as compiled by Cook et al. (2014) . Column 7: The method used to calculate the metallicity in Column 6. Column 8: The SFR based on the FUV fluxes of Lee et al. (2011) inside the IR-based apertures of Dale et al. (2009) and corrected for internal dust extinction via the Hao et al. (2011) prescription. Column 9: The stellar mass as computed by Cook et al. (2014) , which is derived from the Spitzer IRAC channel 1 (3.6µm) filter. The † symbol represents the dwarf galaxies whose cluster catalogs are not finalized.
A key step in the overall process is the visual identification of isolated stars and star clusters which serve as training sets to guide separation of clusters from stars, and to determine appropriate photometric parameters (e.g., aperture radius and aperture correction; see § 3.2). Stars and star clusters are separated based on the extent of their radial profiles as measured by the concentration index (CI). In the LEGUS cluster pipeline, CI is defined as the difference in magnitudes as measured from two radii (1 pixel minus 3 pixels). For each galaxy, a CI separation value is chosen by the user via comparison of CI histograms for training stars and clusters, where the high end of the stellar CI histogram helps to set the stellar-cluster CI threshold. Typical CI thresholds in the LEGUS dwarfs are 1.2 to 1.4 mag, similar to the values used for the LEGUS spirals.
After cluster candidates are identified, a final cut is made by the LEGUS pipeline after the photometry is completed (see §3.2) where sources with an absolute magnitude fainter than MV = − 6 are excluded. Previous studies have shown that separation of stars and clusters in absolute magnitude occurs in the range of MV = − 6 to MV = − 8 mag, where stars can be as bright as MV = − 8 mag and clusters can be identified as faint as MV = − 6 mag (Larsen 2004; Chandar et al. 2010 ). Thus, a MV = − 6 mag cut is employed by the LEGUS pipeline to remove potential stellar contamination while minimizing the loss of potential star clusters.
The total number of cluster candidates found in the LEGUS dwarfs with this process is 3475. The number of candidates per galaxy is presented in Table 2 and spans from over a thousand in NGC4449 to 18 in NGC5238.
Classification of Cluster Candidates
After the automated detection is complete, the resulting sources are vetted for contaminants (background galaxies, stars, artifacts, etc) and classified based on morphology and symmetry.
A full description of the classification scheme can be found in Adamo et al. (2017) and Kim et al. (2018; in prep) , but we provide a brief overview here. Classifications were performed by at least 3 LEGUS team members, where the final classification is defined as the mode of all classifications. Class 1 sources are those that have extended radial profiles with spherical symmetry. Class 2 sources are those that are extended, but have some degree of asymmetry in their radial profiles. Class 3 sources are those with multiple peaks in their radial profiles. Class 4 sources are those considered to be contaminants (e.g., obvious stars, background galaxies, random overdensities of nebular emission, etc.). The morphologies potentially provide insight into the evolutionary status of the clusters. Class 1 and 2 sources may be gravitationally bound star clusters while class 3 sources (showing multiple stellar peaks) are referred to as compact stellar as- sociations, which may be in the process of being disrupted (Grasha et al. 2015; Adamo et al. 2017) . Figure 2 shows the HST color image cutouts of three example clusters for classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 from the top to the bottom panels. Examples from left-to-right in Figure 2 show representative CI values near the minimum, average, and maximum for class 1, 2, and 3. The class 4 examples in Figure 2 from left-to-right show a star with a nearby contaminating object, a star that is spatially coincident with an overdense nebulous region, and a background galaxy, respectively. The majority of class 4 cluster candidates are stars whose CI values are inflated due to light from nearby sources.
Integrated over the LEGUS dwarf galaxy sample, the cluster pipeline finds 944, 495, and 2036 sources for classes 1-2, 3, and 4, respectively (i.e., the majority are determined to be contaminants). The number of confirmed candidates in each class in individual galaxies is presented in Table 2 . 
Visual Cluster Search
A visual search of the HST color images was also performed to provide a check on the LEGUS cluster pipeline. One of the authors (DOC) used images created from the V -and Ibands to search for clusters in the LEGUS dwarfs using procedures similar to Cook et al. (2012) . Clusters were identified as: a close grouping of stars within a few pixels with an unresolved component, or a single extended source with spherical symmetry. Sources exhibiting evidence of spiral structure (indicating a background galaxy) were excluded. The clusters were subsequently classified by multiple LEGUS team members as class 1, 2, or 3. In total, 193 clusters were found in the visual search that were missing from the catalog produced by the LEGUS extraction tool, and these were added to the LEGUS catalogs.
2 Figure 3 is a plot of absolute V −band magnitude versus CI for clusters found via the LEGUS pipeline and visual inspection clusters missed by the pipeline. We find that the majority (74%) of clusters missed by the LEGUS pipeline are fainter than the MV = −6 cut imposed by the pipeline. In addition, we find that the LEGUS cluster pipeline successfully recovers the majority (88%) of clusters to its stated limits (i.e., those brighter than MV = −6 mag).
The small number of visually identified clusters brighter than MV = −6 that were missed by the LEGUS pipeline can be explained by: user defined limits, the 3 sigma detection limit imposed by the pipeline, or poor source extraction in high density environments. The compact cluster missed at CI∼1.25, MV = −7.2 mag was cut in the pipeline due to the user imposed CI cut (=1.3). The missing clusters with the highest CI values (CI>2.1) were missed due to larger photometric errors just above the LEGUS pipeline detection threshold of 0.3 mag (i.e., low surface brightness). The remaining handful of clusters are located in a rapidly varying background region in NGC4449. All of these missing clusters were added into the final catalog.
Cluster Photometry
In this section we describe the procedure to utilize training clusters to determine the radius at which we perform aperture photometry on the clusters, and the aperture correction to obtain total fluxes. These two photometry parameters can greatly affect the total flux of each cluster, and consequently the derived physical properties.
It is relatively straightforward to determine the aperture radius, which is based on the normalized radial flux curves of the training clusters, where the median radial pro- file provides the profile of a typical star cluster in each galaxy. The aperture is chosen to be the radius at which 50% of the median flux is contained within the aperture. The aperture radii values allowed in our analysis here have discrete values of 4, 5, and 6 pixels.
The challenge in this process particular to dwarf galaxies is that galaxies with low SFRs have small populations of clusters overall, and the isolated clusters that can be used for the training set may be few. Table 3 shows the number of training clusters found in each of the dwarf galaxies, where the number ranges from 2 to 55. It is possible that this could lead to aperture corrections that are not well determined for low SFR galaxies, so we have investigated two methods: 1) an average aperture correction as measured from the isolated clusters in the training set for each galaxy, and 2) a correction based the measured CI of each cluster, where the correction to total flux is derived from a suite of artificial star clusters embedded in our HST imaging.
Average Aperture Correction
The first method adopts an average aperture correction of training clusters. This method has been widely used Adamo et al. 2017 ) and has the advantage of being resistant to outliers in the training set. Here, we take the difference in magnitudes measured in a 20 pixel radius aperture minus that measured in the "half light" aperture (i.e., a 4,5,6 pixel radius as determined above) as the correction. Figure 4 presents the aperture correction histogram in the V-band for the training clusters in IC4247 (panel a) and NGC4449 (panel b), which shows that the average aperture correction is not well defined for galaxies with low numbers of training clusters.
The average aperture correction in NGC4449 follows the peak of the histogram, thus recovering the aperture correction of a typical cluster. However, the histogram in IC4247 is not well determined as there are only 2 training clusters with corrections that differ by a factor of ∼2 (∼0.75 mag).
Furthermore, since 1 of the 2 training clusters in IC4247 lies outside the allowed limits of the aperture correction histogram, the average aperture correction is based on only a single training cluster making the aperture correction highly uncertain. Depending on the radial profile of only 1 or 2 training clusters the average aperture correction may not reflect a typical cluster in a dwarf galaxy, and may in fact cause this correction to vary across filters within a galaxy.
For example, Table 3 shows the average aperture corrections in each filter across the LEGUS dwarf galaxies, where column 10 gives the range in the aperture correction across the filters (Columns 2−9). The range in aperture corrections for a single galaxy is as low as 0.09 mag and as high as 0.45 mag. The top panel of Figure 5 graphically presents the average aperture corrections for all filters in each galaxy versus the number of training clusters. The bottom panel of Figure 5 demonstrates that there is a larger spread of aperture corrections in galaxies with lower numbers of training clusters (N<10). We note that we found no correlations between distance and the average aperture corrections, the range in aperture corrections, nor the number of training clusters.
The larger scatter in the average aperture corrections at lower numbers of training clusters may artificially change the shape of a cluster's SED making the cluster more blue/red which can affect the derived age and extinction. In the next section, we explore a second aperture correction based on the CI of each cluster to mitigate the effects of low training cluster numbers on the aperture corrections.
CI-based Aperture Correction
An alternative method used to derive an aperture correction is based on the radial profile of each cluster as quantified by the concentration index (CI) in each filter. This method has also been widely used in the literature Bastian et al. 2012; Adamo et al. 2015) , but can have drawbacks where uncertain aperture corrections can be found for faint sources with marginal detections in some filters.
We derive a relationship between the aperture correction and the CI for model clusters in each filter image. The model clusters are generated using the MKSYNTH task in the BAOLAB package (Larsen 1999) following the procedure of Chandar et al. (2010) where different sized clusters are constructed by convolving a KING30 profile (King 1966) of various FWHM values with an empirically-derived stellar PSF made from isolated stars found in each image (see also; Anders, Gieles & de Grijs 2006) . The PSF sizes for the WFC3 and ACS cameras are 2.1 pixels (0.105 ) and 2.5 pixels (0.125 ), respectively. Model clusters are then injected into relatively sparse regions of all filter images for several LEGUS galaxies (both dwarfs and spirals). In addition, we inject the empirically-derived PSF into these same regions to define the expected CI threshold between stars and star clusters. After injecting both model clusters and model stars (i.e., the empirical PSF) into each image, we extract the resulting photometry using the "half light" apertures and measure the CI and aperture correction. We note that King profiles are often used for globular clusters (i.e., self-gravitating systems) and that younger clusters show better empirical fits to Moffat profiles (Elson, Fall & Freeman 1987) . However, we find no difference in the aperture correction-CI relation- Table 3 . The average aperture corrections for the LEGUS dwarfs across all filters, where different filter combinations exist for different galaxies. Column 1: Galaxy name. Columns 2-10: The average aperture correction for each filter. Column 11: The range (maximum minus minimum) average aperture correction across the filters for a galaxy. Column 12: The number of training clusters used to derive the average aperture correction.
ships for both King and Moffat profiles at low and high CI values and little difference (0.1-0.2 mag) at intermediate CI values (1.5-1.7). Figure 6 shows a plot of the aperture correction versus CI for model clusters and stars inserted into one of the ACS-F555W filter images, where we find the expected relationship in that higher CI values (i.e., more extended) have larger aperture corrections (i.e., more negative). The cubic polynomial fit to both the model stars and clusters is consistent with previous studies ). In addition, we find a model star-cluster CI threshold of 1.2 and 1.3 mag for the WFC3 and ACS cameras, respectively.
In total, we have injected model stars and clusters into the images of 7 LEGUS galaxies (4 spirals and 3 dwarfs) whose imaging contains all camera-filter image combinations present in the entire LEGUS survey. We derive polynomial relationships between aperture correction and CI for all camera-filter image combinations since the WFC3 and ACS PSFs are different. Figure 7 shows the polynomial fits for all images (WFC3 and ACS) in the 7 galaxies where we find similar polynomial fits for each camera (regardless of the filter). Thus, we have defined a single polynomial fit for each camera as the median of the fits for all filters, which are represented as solid lines in Figure 7 .
Finally, we repeat the analysis for different aperture radii since the aperture correction will depend on the aperture radius. We derive a median relationship for each camera with the three aperture radii allowed in the LEGUS cluster pipeline (4, 5, 6 pixels). We do not show the aperture correction versus CI plots for the other 2 aperture radii since they are similar to that in Figure 7 , but with shifted aperture corrections (i.e., y-axis). We present the cubic polynomial fits for all three apertures in Table 4 As a check on the model cluster polynomial fits, we compare these fits to the aperture corrections and CI values for the real isolated stars and clusters of NGC4449 for the V −band in Figure 8 . We do not show the other filters since they show similar agreement with similar scatter. We find that the measured values of both the real stars and clusters show good agreement with the polynomial fit generated from model stars and clusters; including those clusters with large CI values near CI=2.1 mag. One of these clusters has an extended radial profile (CI=2.14 mag) and a measured CIbased aperture correction of -1.55 mag. The average aperture correction in this filter is -0.85 mag, which is a 0.7 mag difference.
The main panel of Figure 9 shows the CI values versus their uncertainties for all clusters in all filters, where each symbol represents the photometry information from the five filters. In addition, we plot the histograms for CI and CI error values in the top and right histogram panels, respectively. We find that the measured CI values of all clusters span a range in values where the median value is 1.7 mag with a standard deviation of 0.27 mag. We also find that the majority of the CI errors are relatively low, where the median value is 0.04 mag with a standard deviation of 0.12 mag. The low CI errors suggest that the majority of our CI-based Table 4 . The cubic polynomial fits between aperture correction and CI for both WFC3 and ACS cameras using the 3 photometric apertures allowed in the LEGUS extraction tool (4, 5, and 6 pixels). The last two columns represent the maximum measured fake star CI (CI min) and the maximum measured fake cluster CI (CI max); these two quantities represent the CI limits for which our CI-based aperture corrections are valid. The aperture correction are calculated via: correction=
aperture corrections are well defined and suitable for aperture corrections.
A caveat to using the CI-based aperture correction method is that large aperture correction uncertainties can exist for clusters with marginal detections in various filter images. We find that the CI errors increase sharply for the faintest clusters near 24 mag. Typically this occurs in our bluest filters (N U V -or U -band) due to the lower sensitivity of these observations and/or clusters with a redder SED. The fraction of clusters with a CI error greater than 0.1 mag is 34% and 4% for the N U V − and V −band filters, respectively. Thus, the CI-based aperture corrections may change the SED shape of clusters with poor detections in some bands; this is more likely to occur for older/redder clusters.
RESULTS
In this section we provide a detailed comparison of the two aperture corrections and their effects on cluster colors and derived physical properties (age, mass and extinction). We also compare the LEGUS dwarf galaxy cluster catalogs to those previously identified in another large sample of dwarf galaxies (Cook et al. 2012 ). Finally, we present the luminos- ity, mass, and age distributions along with an investigation of observable cluster properties across galaxy environment.
CI-based versus Average Aperture Correction
The goal of this section is to test what aperture corrections provide the most accurate total fluxes, colors, and physical properties (age, mass, and extinction) for clusters in dwarf galaxies. Here, we provide methodology guidelines for future cluster investigations in galaxies with small cluster populations.
Photometric Property Comparison
We first examine how the total cluster fluxes compare given the two aperture corrections studied here. Figure 10 plots the distribution of the differences between the CI and average aperture corrections in the V -band for the aggregate dwarf galaxy cluster sample, where the different histograms represent different cluster classes. As shown in Figure 10 (and previously in Figure 8 ), corrections inferred from the CI can differ from the average by as much as ≈1 mag. The aperture correction-CI polynomial fits for all filtercamera combinations for the 7 LEGUS galaxies used to derive these fits. The fits for each camera show good agreement across filters. Thus, the final CI-based aperture correction polynomial fits are given as the median of the polynomial fits in each camera (see Table 4 ). The vertical dotted and dashed lines represent the maximum measured model star CI (CI min) and the maximum measured model cluster CI (CI max) for the ACS and WFC3 cameras, respectively. These limits represent the range of CI values measured for model clusters. Figure 10 illustrates how common are the extreme extended/compact clusters. Since the aperture corrections are in magnitudes in this figure, we note that objects with negative difference aperture corrections (to the left) have greater CI-based aperture corrections than the average and are thus more extended sources. Conversely, more compact sources will have positive values (to the right) in Figure 10 .
Overall the distributions are not centered on zero, but Figure 9. The measured CI and errors for all clusters in all filters in the LEGUS dwarfs. We find a median CI of 1.7 mag with a standard deviation of 0.27 mag, and a median CI error of 0.04 mag with a standard deviation of 0.12 mag.
are shifted to positive values (i.e. more clusters tend to have smaller CI-based aperture corrections) and thus are more compact relative to the isolated training clusters. The median difference for all clusters is 0.2, and the differences for class 1, 2, and 3 are similar. As might be expected, there is a larger tail of negative values for the class 2 and 3 clusters, indicating that these classes include objects with more extended profiles relative to the isolated training clusters. The Class 3 sources show a large number of more compact objects; however, there still exists a significant number Figure 11 . The significance of the difference between the CI and average aperture corrections given their combined measured uncertainties. The significance is defined as the difference in aperture corrections divided by their uncertainties and added in quadrature. Between 40-50% of all clusters (depending on the filter) show a > 3σ aperture correction difference indicating that roughly half show a true variation in their radial profile compared to the average training cluster.
of extended class 3 sources. Class 3 objects are defined by the groupings of stars (i.e., multiple radial profile peaks), but they exhibit a wide range in morphology and density of these stellar groupings. The more extended Class 3s exhibit a more pronounced unresolved component, while the compact Class 3s tend to have a pronounced stellar object near the center.
A natural question to ask is whether the large spread of CI-based aperture corrections is a true reflection of the di-versity of radial profiles in the cluster population or whether the spread is mainly due to photometric uncertainties in the measurement of the CI. Thus, we next determine the significance of the differences between the two aperture corrections. In other words, how many sigma (σ) apart are the two aperture corrections? Figure 11 presents this significance versus the CI values of all clusters in the V −band, which shows that the low (CI<1.6) and high (CI>2.1) CI clusters are significantly different (> 3σ) from the average. We note that we see similar distributions in all other filters. Between 40-50% of all clusters in the different filters have significant CI-based aperture corrections compared to the average, and thus are not consistent with the average corrections given their measured errors. In other words, nearly half of the clusters show true variations in their radial profiles. Conversely, the other half of the clusters have CI-based corrections which are consistent with the average corrections within the uncertainties and generally have CIs between 1.8 and 2.0 mag.
Next, we examine the impact of the aperture corrections on the cluster colors in the LEGUS dwarfs. Figure 12 shows different color-color plots for IC4247 and NGC4449. The top panels show IC4247 (a galaxy with only 2 training clusters) while the bottom panels show NGC4449 (a galaxy with many training clusters). For comparison, we also include colors measured with no aperture correction applied, as they may better represent the true cluster colors. We have excluded class 3 sources in Figure 12 for clarity.
The left pair of panels show the B−V versus V −I colorcolor plots for the two galaxies, while the right pair show the U − B versus N U V − U colors. The colors uncorrected for aperture tend to have the least amount of scatter around the model tracks, while the colors derived from CI-based total fluxes have the most scatter; as might be expected from the relative uncertainties in the colors. Overall, the ensemble populations have consistent color distributions, but clearly the colors can vary significantly for individual clusters. For instance, the average aperture correction colors show systematic offsets with the uncorrected colors, while the CIbased colors tend to show larger scatter in the N U V -and U -bands.
In the next section we test how the range in total fluxes and colors between the aperture corrections translate into a difference in the derived physical properties (i.e., age, mass, and extinction).
Physical Property Comparison
The cluster ages and masses are determined via SED fitting to single-aged stellar population models. The methods are detailed fully in Adamo et al. (2017) , but we provide a brief overview here. The cluster photometry are fit via two methods: 1) with Yggdrasil (Zackrisson et al. 2011 ) SSP models with the assumption that the IMF is fully sampled and 2) with a Bayesian fitting method based on SLUG (Stochastically Lighting Up Galaxies; Fumagalli et al. 2011 ) where the IMF is stochastically sampled via cluster slug (Krumholz et al. 2015a,b) . Since the goal of this paper is to compare the properties of clusters in dwarf galaxies to those in spirals, we have chosen to use the physical properties produced by Yggdrasil methods for a more direct comparison to the results of LEGUS spirals studied in Adamo et al. (2017) and Messa et al. (2018b) .
The Yggdrasil method uses the model parameters available in Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999; Vázquez & Leitherer 2005) , where two commonly used stellar libraries (Padova-AGB and Geneva tracks) with a Kroupa IMF that ranges from 0.1 to 100 M are provided as well as three extinction laws: Milky Way (Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis 1989) , starburst (Calzetti et al. 2000) , and starburst with differential extinction for stars and gas. These models are input into Cloudy (Ferland et al. 2013 ) to produce fluxes from nebular emission lines and continuum. In this analysis, we use the SED output based on the following assumptions: the Padova-AGB libraries, a starburst extinction law with differential reddening, and the measured gas phase metallicity of each galaxy (see Table 1 ). Figure 13 shows the age-mass diagram for all clusters found in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies for both CI-and average-based photometry. The majority of the clusters below the MV = − 6 mag cut line are those that have been identified via visual inspection. There is broad agreement between the CI-and average-based aperture corrected fluxes in the coverage of this diagram. Figure 14 is a six panel plot comparing ages (top), masses (middle), and extinctions (bottom) derived from the CI and average aperture corrected fluxes for all clusters across the LEGUS dwarf galaxy sample. Scatter plots are shown on the left, and histograms are shown on the right. A comparison of ages shows overall agreement, but with large scatter. We find a median difference of 0.0 with a standard deviation of 0.64 dex for all cluster classes. The age histograms show a similar distribution. This is similar to what Adamo et al. (2017) found for the LEGUS spiral galaxy NGC628. We note that the apparent age gap between 7.2 -7.6 is a well known artifact (Maíz Apellániz 2009) and does not imply a real deficit in this age range. This feature arises because the models loop back on themselves during this time period, covering a fairly large range in age but a small range of colors. This also explains the pile-up of clusters at 7.8 in a log(age).
A comparison of masses shows overall agreement with a smaller degree of scatter (0.37 dex). However, the masses derived from the CI-based aperture corrections are systematically lower where the median difference is 0.1 dex. This small overall shift to lower masses can also be seen in the histograms. The shift in masses can be understood from inspection of Figure 10 , where we found that the median CI-based aperture correction for all clusters was 0.2 mag fainter than those derived from the average-based aperture corrections.
A comparison of extinction values shows overall agreement for the majority of clusters with some scatter, where the median difference is 0.0 with a standard deviation of 0.18 dex. The histogram comparisons also show little difference between the derived extinctions for the CI-and averagebased aperture corrections. We note that the median extinction for all clusters in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies is 0.1 mag which suggests that these dwarf galaxies have low extinction environments (Lee et al. 2009; Hao et al. 2011; Kahre et al. 2018) .
As can be seen in the scatter plots, the age and mass distributions are different for the Class 1, 2, and 3 clusters (Grasha et al. 2015 (Grasha et al. , 2017 Adamo et al. 2017 ). We find that Figure 12 . Color-Color plots for both IC4247 (top panels) and NGC4449 (bottom panels), where the solid lines represent the Padova-AGB isochrones with an LMC metallicity and no extinction applied. The left and right panels are a comparison for the two galaxies using the same colors: left: B − V vs V − I and right: U − B vs N U V − U . We find that the average (blue circles) and CI-based (red asterisks) aperture corrections show inconsistencies with the model isochrones and colors derived using no aperture correction (gray diamonds) in different situations. The average-based colors are offset for B − V vs V − I by the same amount as the difference in average aperture corrections across filters. However, some CI-based colors disagree with the models and no aperture correction colors in the bluer colors (N U V − U ) due to marginal detections in these filters.
class 1, 2, and 3 sources have a median log(age,yr) of 8.0, 7.0, and 6.7, respectively; these values are similar for ages derived using both aperture corrections. The trend between age and class suggests that the associations (Class 3) are the youngest population while the more compact population (Class 1) is the oldest. We also find that Class 1, 2, and 3 have a median log(mass,M ) of 3.9, 3.6, and 3.2, respectively. Thus, the Class 1 clusters are the oldest and most massive, while the associations (Class 3) are the youngest and least massive.
To further explore how our aperture corrections can affect the derived ages and masses, we re-compute them using fluxes where a single, constant aperture correction of 0.85 mag has been applied across all filters for all clusters (i.e., the median average aperture correction for all filters in all dwarf galaxies). This process leaves the colors unchanged, and provides a useful comparison as they may better represent the true cluster colors as illustrated in Figure 12 .
In Figure 15 we show histograms for the ratios of ages and masses computed using the CI or average aperture corrected fluxes relative to those computed with a 0.85 mag constant correction. As might be expected based upon the color-color diagrams and model tracks shown in Figure 12 , the ages are in overall agreement (the distribution of age ratios are centered upon a value of unity), but show large scatter (factor of >2). The ages derived from the CI-based aperture corrected fluxes show a larger spread in values.
Examination of the mass histograms show broad agreement between those based on the constant and average aperture corrected fluxes, but there exists an offset between those based on the constant-and CI-based aperture correction (the median ratio is -0.22 dex). This is a consequence of the fact that many of the clusters are more compact compared to the training clusters, and thus have total fluxes that are overestimated by the average (and similarly the constant) aperture correction. In addition, a large fraction of clusters with low CI-to-constant mass ratios are dominated by those with a statistically significant CI minus average correction difference (as represented by the hashed histogram). Thus, the lower CI-based masses likely reflect a real difference in the derived masses from either the average or the constant aperture correction.
Cluster Distribution Functions (Age, Luminosity, and Mass)
In this section we explore the effects of our two aperture corrections on the distribution functions of age, luminosity, and mass in the LEGUS dwarf galaxy clusters. Here we focus on class 1 and 2 clusters; however, we note that we find similar results when including the class 3 sources. Figure 16 shows the LFs for the clusters in all LE-GUS dwarfs with an age less than 100 Myr using both CIand average-based aperture corrections. Each filter's LF is color coded and the y-axis has been normalized to an arbitrary number for clarity. The binned LFs have been constructed with an equal number of clusters in each luminosity bin (Maíz Apellániz &Úbeda 2005) where the y-axis is calculated as the number of clusters per bin divided by the bin width. For more details on the constructing these distributions see §5.1 of Cook et al. (2016) . We derive the LF slope via fitting a power-law to bins with luminosities brighter than the peak of the luminosity histogram (Cook et al. 2016 ). We note that the peak of the luminosity histogram agrees with the turnover found in the LFs for each filter.
A comparison of the LF slopes between the CI-and average-based aperture corrections reveals no difference within the fitted errors for each of the five filters. However, we do find that the bluer (N U V and U ) LF slopes tend to be flatter than those at longer wavelengths (BV I) as was found by other studies of spiral galaxies (Dolphin & Kennicutt 2002; Elmegreen 2002; Gieles et al. 2006a; Haas et al. 2008; Cantiello, Brocato & Blakeslee 2009; Gieles 2010; Chandar et al. 2010; Adamo et al. 2017) . The median N U V − and U −band slopes are 2.8σ flatter than the median BV I−band slopes. We note that we find similar results when using more conservative magnitude cuts (a few tenths of a magnitude) than the peak when fitting the LF slopes. Figure 17 shows the cluster MFs in different age ranges (1-10, 10-100, and 100-400 Myr) using both CI-and averagebased aperture corrections. We find no difference in the MF slopes between the two aperture corrections for all three age ranges given the uncertainties. We also find a similar MF slope for all three age bins of −1.9 ± 0.1, which is consistent with a canonical −2 power-law slope found by many previous clusters studies (Battinelli, Brandimarti & CapuzzoDolcetta 1994; Elmegreen & Efremov 1997; Zhang & Fall 1999; Hunter et al. 2003; Bik et al. 2003; de Grijs et al. 2003; McCrady & Graham 2007; Chandar et al. 2010; Cook et al. 2012; Adamo et al. 2017) . Figure 18 shows the cluster age distributions in different logarithmic mass bins (3.7−4.0, 4.0−4.5, and >4.5) using both CI-and average-based aperture corrections. We use a log(mass/M ) cut of 3.7 to avoid incompleteness at older ages and to avoid variations in the derived physical properties of clusters due to stochastic sampling of the cluster IMF (Fouesneau & Lançon 2010; Krumholz et al. 2015b) . Note that we use a mass cut instead of a luminosity cut since the derived masses will have taken into account the fading of clusters over time (Fall, Chandar & Whitmore 2005) . We exclude the youngest age bin following the methodology of Adamo et al. (2017) and Messa et al. (2018b) . However, we note that the youngest age bin data agree with the fitted distribution at older ages. We find no significant difference between the average-and CI-based age distributions. In addition, we find no difference across the populations in mass bins, and find a median −0.8 ± 0.15 power-law slope for all three mass bins.
It is possible that our choice of age bin size and age range might affect our fitted age distribution slopes. As such, we have tested the bin sizes and age ranges used in our age distribution fits. Neither smaller nor larger bin sizes show significant differences in their distribution slopes, but we do find larger fluctuations in the smallest bin sizes (∆t=0.2) most of which reflect the known age gap artifacts due to model fitting. We also test fitting a power law to ages above 10 7 yrs, and find a steeper slope of -1.1, but find no difference between the aperture corrections nor across the mass bins. It is also possible that young bursts of star formation in some of our dwarfs with N>100 clusters (NGC4449, NGC4656, and NGC3738) may dominate the age distributions and artificially create a steeper slope. We test this by removing each and all of these three galaxies and find no differences in the age distribution slopes within the errors.
We conclude that any discrepancies found in the total fluxes, colors, ages, and masses of individual clusters when using different aperture corrections do not translate into a measurable effect in the LFs, MFs, nor the age distributions of ensembles of star clusters.
Aperture Correction Comparison Take-Away Points
We have performed an analysis regarding the effects of two commonly-used cluster aperture corrections on both the observable and physical properties of star clusters. Both methods show consistent luminosity, mass, and age distributions for ensembles of clusters, but both have drawbacks when measuring the properties of individual clusters. . We find overall agreement for the physical properties derived from the average-and CI-based aperture corrections. However, we do find that the CI-based masses are smaller by 0.1 dex. This is likely due to the majority of clusters with a smaller CI-based aperture correction than the average (see the difference aperture correction histograms of Figure 10 ).
The average aperture correction can produce systematic color offsets when too few training clusters (N < 10) are available to define the average correction. In addition, the CI-based aperture corrections show increased color scatter for clusters with marginal detections in some filters (usually the N U V -or U -bands). The ages from both the CI-and average-based aperture corrections show larger scatter compared to those derived from a constant correction, where the CI-based ages (σ(CI-to-constant)=0.6) are larger than the average (σ(Avg-to-constant)=0.35 dex).
The median relative difference in total flux resulting from the two aperture corrections is 0.2 mag (in the sense that the average correction is larger indicating that most of the clusters are more compact than the training clusters), and that the difference for individual clusters can be as large as ∼1 mag (Figure 10 ). For half of the clusters in our dwarf galaxy sample, these differences are within the photometric uncertainties; for the other half the difference points to a true variation in the radial profile of the clusters relative to those characterized by the training sample. The median difference in total fluxes translates into a median mass difference of 0.22 dex where the masses derived from CI-based corrections are smaller than the average.
From these experiments we have found that the total fluxes of individual clusters are more accurately recovered from a CI-based aperture, but that the CI-based aperture corrections result in increased scatter around the predicted colors when applied individually to each filter. Based on these results, we recommend the following hybrid strategy for aperture corrections. Measure the CI using the filter in which the clusters are detected (V-band in this case), assume the same CI for all other bands, and compute the appropriate aperture correction given the HST camera (i.e., the appropriate aperture correction-CI relationship from Table 4 ). This method will introduce a small amount of scatter in the final fluxes across filters due to the PSF variation across the two HST cameras, but this scatter will be smaller than the scatter added by either aperture correction studied here. We Figure 15 . The age (top panel) and mass (bottom panel) ratios for the average-or CI-to-constant aperture correction as represented by open blue and filled red histograms, respectively. The constant aperture correction is defined as the median of all average corrections with a value of -0.85 mag. The hashed red histograms represent the clusters whose CI-average aperture correction differences are greater than 3σ of the combined correction errors. The average ages and masses show good agreement with the constant correction ages and masses. The CI ages agree with the constant ages with increased scatter, but the CI masses are 0.2 dex smaller than those derived with a constant correction. The majority of the clusters with low CI-to-constant mass ratios are those with a significantly different CI-based aperture correction suggesting that many of the lower CI-based masses reflect a real difference in cluster mass.
have implemented these recommendations on a single galaxy NGC 4449 with significant clusters and find similar age and mass distributions within the fitted errors.
Comparison to ANGST Dwarf Galaxy Clusters
In this section we compare the cluster populations found in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies to those found in the ANGST dwarf galaxies (Cook et al. 2012) . The cluster catalogs in these two programs represent two of the largest dwarf galaxy Figure 16 . The luminosity functions (LFs) for all clusters with an age less than 100 Myr in all LEGUS dwarf galaxies. The LF slopes show agreement across all filters within the errors. However, the bluer filter LF slopes tend to be flatter than the redder wavelength LF slopes.
samples to have uniformly identified and characterized clusters. However, these two programs use two different identification methods. Thus, a comparison of their cluster populations can yield insights into effective identification methods in these extreme environments.
The main difference in cluster identification methods between ANGST and LEGUS is the generation of star cluster candidates. The ANGST cluster candidates were identified via visual inspection of HST images whereas the LEGUS cluster candidates were generated via automated methods. Both programs then used visual classification, with similar classification definitions, to produce final cluster catalogs.
The ANGST dwarf sample consisted of 37 galaxies whose global SFRs extended down to log(SFR) of -5 where 144 clusters were found at all ages. There are three galax- Figure 17 . The mass functions (MFs) for all clusters in the LE-GUS dwarf galaxies broken into three age ranges: 1-10 Myr, 10-100 Myr, and 100-400 Myr. The MF slopes for all three age bins agree with the canonical −2 power-law slope. Figure 18 . The age distributions of all clusters in the LEGUS dwarfs broken into three logarithmic mass bins: 3.7-4.0, 4.0-4.5, and >4.5. We make a mass cut above log(mass) of 3.7 to avoid incompleteness at older ages and to avoid variations due to stochastic IMF sampling of low-mass clusters. Following Adamo et al. (2017) and Messa et al. (2018b) , we exclude the youngest age bin. We find a power-law slope of −0.8 ± 0.15 for all mass bins and for both aperture corrections. Table 5 . Comparison of cluster numbers between ANGST and LEGUS. The numbers LEGUS reflect those for class 1 and 2 clusters only; the ANGST goal was to only find gravitationally bound clusters so the apples to apples comparison is class 1 and 2. The LEGUS extraction tool finds 2.5 and 11 times the number of clusters found in ANGST for all ages and < 100 Myr, respectively. Figure 19 . Six ANGST clusters missed by the LEGUS identification methods, where 3 are from UGC4305 (top) and 3 are from UGC4459 (bottom). All but one of these sources (except the topright) are fainter than the M V = − 6 magnitude cut employed by the LEGUS cluster pipeline. The source in the top-right exhibits a stellar CI value and is likely a bright star on top of a stellar field in the galaxy. The size of the bars are ∼0.8. Five of these were older than 100 Myrs and the upper right was 15Myr.
LEGUS-ANGST Star Cluster Comparison
ies in common between ANGST and LEGUS: UGC4305, UGC4459, and UGC5139. In these three galaxies LEGUS found 2.5 and 11 times the number of clusters found in ANGST for all ages and <100 Myr, respectively (see Table 5 ). However, it should be noted that the LEGUS pipeline produces many more candidates that are rejected by visual classification.
A cross-match of the clusters in both programs shows that all but six of the ANGST clusters were found in the LE-GUS catalog. Figure 19 shows HST color cutouts of these clusters where 5 are fainter than the LEGUS pipeline magnitude cut (MV = − 6) and the sixth (upper-right object) exhibits a small CI value consistent with a stellar PSF. Thus, these clusters do not make either the magnitude cut nor the CI cut of the LEGUS pipeline. However, we note that these "missed" clusters would be visually classified as class 3s or a contaminant in the LEGUS classification scheme.
The LEGUS pipeline found over twice as many clusters in these three galaxies. We show 2 representative LE-GUS clusters missed by ANGST in Figure 20 for each of the Figure 20 . Two-color images of six representative LEGUS clusters that are not in the ANGST cluster catalog (2 from each of the three galaxies). Nearly all of the LEGUS clusters not in the ANGST catalog are compact sources with CI values near 1.6 mag.
three galaxies, where these clusters tend to be more compact (CI<1.7 mag). To illustrate this, Figure 21 shows the absolute V −band magnitude versus CI for the young clusters in both ANGST and LEGUS. We use the LEGUS class and CI values for the ANGST clusters. The majority of the LE-GUS clusters missed by ANGST tend to be fainter and more compact, which could be difficult to separate from stars in dense regions via visual inspection. Figure 21 also shows that the total flux is overestimated in the ANGST catalog. This is due to the existence of only two high-resolution HST images at the time of the ANGST cluster study (Cook et al. 2012 ). Thus, ground-based imaging was used to fill in the wavelength gaps in the cluster SEDs, and the HST imaging was smoothed to match the ground-based seeing. The photometric aperture used by Cook et al. (2012) was 2. 5 which is ∼10 times the size of the LEGUS photometric aperture. Consequently, there can be considerable contamination from nearby sources in the ANGST photometric aperture as evidenced by several ANGST clusters showing >1 mag brighter than the LE-GUS CI-based photometry. A comparison of the clusters in common to both the ANGST and LEGUS catalogs, the ages show good agreement. However, the ANGST masses can be significantly larger since derived masses will scale with the measured brightness, where on average the mass ratio is a factor of a few. We note that the clusters with the largest magnitude difference (∼ 3 mag) have mass estimates in ANGST that are larger by factors of ∼ 10 − 50.
To put the cluster statistics of both ANGST and LE-GUS into perspective, Figure 22 shows the total number of young clusters (<100 Myr) found in LEGUS and ANGST given an absolute magnitude cut of MV = −6 mag (i.e., the LEGUS pipeline cut). We note that both studies used the same HST images to identify clusters, thus applying the same magnitude cut to ANGST is reasonable. The ANGST clusters show a consistent dearth of clusters at nearly all SFRs compared to LEGUS. For a non-dwarf comparison, we overplot the number of clusters found in a sample of spiral galaxies brighter than the adopted brightness limits of each galaxy (typically −8 mag; Whitmore et al. 2014) , and find that the LEGUS cluster numbers smoothly extend the spiral relationship between the number of clusters and global SFR.
Trends With Global Galaxy Properties
Binned Age, Luminosity, and Mass Distributions
Here we explore how the age, luminosity, and mass distributions of clusters in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies change as a function of global galaxy SFR. While most of the LEGUS dwarf galaxies do not have enough young clusters to provide well-behaved distribution functions, we can combine all of the clusters from these galaxies to make a composite dwarf and improve our cluster statistics. This approach has been used by several previous cluster studies (Cook et al. 2012; Whitmore et al. 2014; Cook et al. 2016) . Figure 23 shows the LFs of all young clusters (age<100 Myr) in the LEGUS dwarfs binned by their hostgalaxy's SFR. The SFR bins were chosen to ensure good number statistics in the bins and so that at least two galaxies were in each bin. We find no trend between the binned LF slope and global SFR where the median LF slope is -1.95±0.06. We also tested various SFR bin definitions and using a color cut to approximate a 100 Myr age cut (U − B < −0.5 mag). We found no significant differences in the LF slopes. We note that the luminosity of the brightest luminosity bin increases with the binned SFR as would be expected since the brightest cluster in a galaxy scales with the global SFR (Whitmore 2000; Larsen 2002; Bastian 2008; Cook et al. 2012; Whitmore et al. 2014 ). Figure 24 . The mass functions (MFs) for the clusters in all LEGUS dwarf galaxies binned by global SFR. A single limiting log(mass) of 3.7 is used to fit the power-laws for all three SFR bins (see Figure 17) . We find no trend between the MF slope and the binned SFR. Figure 24 shows the MFs of all young clusters (age<100 Myr) in the LEGUS dwarfs binned by their hostgalaxy's SFR. Similar to our findings for the LFs, we find no statistical difference between the MF slopes across the SFR bins where the median MF slope is -1.9±0.1. We find no differences in the MF slopes when using various SFR bin definitions nor a color cut to approximate a 100 Myr age cut. We also note that we find no trend between the LF and MF slopes when using higher age cuts (up to 1 Gyr) to increase the cluster number statistics. Figure 25 shows the age distributions of all clusters binned by global SFR with a log(mass)>3.7 in the LEGUS dwarfs. We find a constant slope of −0.8 ± 0.15 and no trend in the age distributions across SFR bins. We find similar results when using various age bin sizes, and we find slightly steeper slopes of −1.0 ± 0.1 across the SFR bins when fitting to age bins above 10 Myrs. Additionally, if use a more conservative completeness mass cut of log(M/M )=4, we find similar results with a slightly flatter average slope of -0.75±0.15.
The lack of any trends in the LFs, MFs, and age distributions across SFR bins suggests that clusters in different SFR environments exhibit similar mass (and similarly luminosity) distributions and similar disruption rates over time. We discuss this topic further in §5. We also note that an upcoming LEGUS paper will explore the luminosity, mass, and age distributions across different local environment in NGC4449 (See Whitmore in prep). Figure 25 . The age distributions for the clusters in all LEGUS dwarf galaxies binned by global SFR with a mass cut above log(mass) of 3.7. Following Adamo et al. (2017) and Messa et al. (2018b) , we exclude the youngest age bin in the fits (although the results are similar if this age bin is included). We find a constant slope of −0.8 ± 0.15 and no trend in the age distributions across SFR bins.
MF Truncation
We use two different methods to test whether or not there is a truncation in the composite mass function of the LEGUS dwarfs at the high end. Following Mok et al. (2018) , we use the mass function in three different intervals of age: 1 − 10, 10 − 100, and 100 − 400 Myr, where we apply a log(M) completeness cut of 3.4, 3.7, and 3.7 following the turnover in the MFs for each age interval (see Figure 17) .
For method 1, we follow Messa et al. (2018b) and fit a truncated power law distribution to the cumulative mass distributions using the mspecfit software (Rosolowsky 2005) . The best fit cutoff mass is characterized by M0, and the significance of the fit can be determined from the accompanying value of N0. The best fit results for clusters in the 1 − 10, 10 − 100, and 100 − 400 Myr intervals are shown in the upper panels of Figure 26 . Here, the two youngest intervals return values for Log M0 ∼ 5.5 − 5.7, but with low significance (only ≈ 1σ). The oldest 100−400 Myr age range has too few clusters above the completeness limit to give a meaningful fit.
For method 2, we perform a standard maximum likelihood analysis (as described in Chapter 15.2 of Mo, van den Bosch & White 2010) by assuming that the cluster masses have an underlying Schechter form. This method returns the best fit values of the characteristic mass M0 and power-law index β. We plot the resulting 1-, 2-, and 3-σ confidence contours in the bottom panels of Figure 26 for each of the three age intervals. The 2 younger age intervals do not show statistically significant evidence for an upper mass cutoff in the composite LEGUS dwarf sample since the 2 and 3σ contours do not close (i.e., remain open to the right edge of each diagram). The oldest age interval contains too few clusters (N=23) for a robust measurement, and clearly demonstrates that the size of the contours is a strong function of the number of clusters in the sample when compared to the younger 2 age intervals. We find similar results when the larger age intervals of 1-200 and 1-400 Myr are used.
Given the shape of the 3σ contours at the low mass end in the 2 younger age intervals, we can rule out a truncation mass of ≈ 10 5 M and below, but cannot rule out that a truncation exists above this. We note that we find similar results in the 3 age ranges when removing the 3 highest SFR dwarfs (NGC3738, NGC4656, and NGC4449), except that the lower limit on the mass truncation is smaller at ≈10 4.5 M in the 1-10 Myr age range. The overall results from these two independent methods are similar: neither one finds statistically significant evidence for a truncation at the upper end of the cluster mass function of young clusters in our composite LEGUS dwarf sample. In addition, the maximum likelihood results indicate that any truncation mass must be higher than ≈ 10 4.5 M .
DISCUSSION
The luminosity, mass, and age distributions of the star clusters in dwarf galaxies provide important clues to their formation and disruption. In this section, we discuss our results in this context. In §4.1.3 and §4.3, we found that the luminosity functions of clusters in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies can be described by a simple power-law, dN/dL ∝ L α with α ≈ −2. This is similar to the cluster populations in two LEGUS spiral galaxies, which have higher SFRs. NGC628 has a SFRF U V +24µm=6.8 M yr −1 and M51 has a SFRF U V +24µm=2.9 M yr −1 (Lee et al. 2009; Cook et al. 2014) . The luminosity functions for the clusters in these galaxies were derived using the same methodology as used here, resulting in a slope of -2.09±0.02 (Adamo et al. 2017) and -2.02±0.03 (Messa et al. 2018b ) for NGC628 and M51, respectively. Both the spiral and dwarf galaxy luminosity function slopes are consistent with each other, and show no evidence of a trend between luminosity slope and galaxy SFR.
We also found that the cluster mass functions in the LE-GUS dwarf galaxies can be described by a single power-law with an index of β ≈ −2 in different age intervals for clusters with ages up to ≈ 400 Myr. A consistent MF slope over different age ranges can provide clues into the disruption of clusters over time. We see no evidence for flattening at the low end of the cluster mass functions (above the completeness limits), which means that mass-dependent disruption (i.e., where lower mass clusters disrupt faster than higher mass ones), does not have a strong impact on the observable mass and age ranges of our cluster population. We also do not find a correlation between the power-law indices of our composite cluster mass distributions with the overall SFR of the host galaxies; although the masses of the most massive clusters increase with SFR as expected from sampling statistics.
Several previous studies have found truncations at the upper end of the cluster mass function for individual spiral Figure 26 . The figure shows the results from two independent methods used to test for a truncation at the upper end of the mass function for our composite LEGUS dwarf cluster sample. The top panels show the results from the power law (dashed line) and truncated power law (dotted line) fits to the cumulative mass distributions in the < 10 Myr (left), 10 − 100 Myr (middle), and the 100 − 400 Myr (right) intervals of age. The log of best fit truncation mass (M 0 ) and the significance of this result (N 0 ) are also given in each panel, and show that this method does not find a statistically significant truncation mass. The bottom panels show the 1-, 2-, and 3-σ contours in the β − M 0 parameter space from a maximum likelihood fit to the masses, when an underlying Schechter function is assumed. The contours do not close on any particular value of M 0 , indicating that there is no statistically significant upper mass cutoff, just as found from the truncated power law fits. The contours rule out upper mass cutoffs of ≈ 10 5 M and below, but cannot rule out upper mass cutoffs higher than this. and interacting galaxies (10 4 < M0 (M ) < 10 6 ; Gieles et al. 2006b; Jordán et al. 2007; Larsen 2009; Bastian et al. 2012; Adamo et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2017; Adamo et al. 2017; Messa et al. 2018b ). Most of the dwarf galaxies in our sample have fairly low SFRs and contain very few clusters, making it difficult to statistically test for a truncation in an individual galaxy. Therefore, in §4.3.2, we tested a composite dwarf galaxy cluster mass function for a Schechter-like downturn at the high mass end. Two different methods found little evidence for an upper mass cutoff in two out of three age ranges (the third 100 − 400 Myr range has too few clusters for a robust measurement). To put these results into context and to provide a more direct comparison to other LEGUS studies in the spirals M51 and NGC628 (Adamo et al. 2017; Messa et al. 2018b) we test the age interval of 1-200 Myrs, which also provides the added benefit of better clusters statistics. The upper-left panel of Figure 27 shows the maximum likelihood contours for our composite dwarf sample in the age interval of 1-200 Myrs. We find no statistically significant evidence for a downturn at the 2-3σ level (i.e., the contours remain open).
In addition, we test if our MF truncation constraints change with global SFR in the remaining 3 panels of Figure 27 . Here, we bin the clusters with ages of 1-200 Myrs into the same SFR bin definitions as used in our LF, MF, and age distribution tests of Figures 23-25 . We find no significant evidence for an upper mass truncation at the 2-3σ level in any SFR bin. We also find that the low-mass end of the 3σ contours in the lowest SFR bin extends to lower truncation masses when compared to the higher SFR bins. However, since the number of clusters in bins of SFR scales with SFR and the size of the contours, this may give the appearance of trends in parameter constraints with SFR. To draw definitive conclusions, the size of the sample in the lowest SFR bin must be increase by a factor of 3 to 5 in future studies. Taking into account all of our MF truncation tests using different age intervals and SFR binned samples, the 1σ contours are closed for some of the age intervals and SFR bins, while the 2-3σ contours do not close in any of our tests. This indicates weak evidence (< 2σ level) for a truncation in some cases.
In Section 4.3, we found that the age distributions of the clusters decline steadily, and can be described as a simple power law, dN/dτ ∝ τ γ , with γ = −0.8 ± 0.15. The declining shape of the age distribution in the LEGUS dwarfs is remarkably robust to binning, mass range, age range of the fit, and the specific galaxies that are included.
In order to interpret this result, we need to disentangle the effects of formation versus disruption, since the observed distribution includes both the formation and disruption histories of the clusters: γ cl = γ form + γ disrupt . We can do this by assuming that the cluster formation history is proportional to the star formation history, and estimating a composite formation history by summing the SFRs in different age ranges (i.e., the star formation histories; SFHs). As we are using a composite dwarf galaxy SFH from many independent systems, then presumably the combined SFH should be relatively flat over the past few hundred million years since bursts that occur in any individual galaxy should be uncorrelated.
To test this assumption we utilize SFRs from two independent methods: 1) the Hα and FUV SFRs from integrated light measurements corrected for internal dust extinction (Lee et al. 2009 ) and 2) the recent star formation histories from resolved-star CMD analysis (Cignoni et al. 2018) . The integrated light measurements provide a low-resolution SFH since the SFRs derived from Hα and FUV probe t < 10 Myr and t < 100 Myr timescales, respectively (Kennicutt 1998) . The recent SFHs for 3 of the LEGUS dwarfs were presented by Cignoni et al. (2018) , and the others will be presented in an upcoming paper (Cignoni et al. in preparation) . While we wait for the final SFHs to become available for all of our galaxies, we can still assess whether the composite SFH is flat, declines, or increases for the 17 dwarf galaxies using preliminary SFHs. Figure 28 shows the average SFRs for the 17 LEGUS dwarfs over time using both the integrated light measurement and the resolved-star SFHs. We fit a power law to these SFRs (i.e., dM/dt vs t) and find a slope (γ form ) in the range of 0.1-0.3, which is consistent with a flat or constant formation history over the age ranges studied here. This is similar to the results found by McQuinn et al. (2010) for 18 nearby dwarf galaxies also using multi-band HST observations. Since γ form ≈ 0, then γ cl ≈ γ disrupt which means that the observed cluster age distribution is dominated by the disruption of clusters rather than their formation.
The best fit power law (γ=-0.8±0.15) found in the LE-GUS dwarfs, when compared with the SFHs and binned by different parameters, indicates that approximately 70-90% of the clusters disrupt every decade in age, independent of cluster mass and SFR environment. These age distributions are similar to that found individually for a number of more massive galaxies (Fall, Chandar & Whitmore 2005; SilvaVilla & Larsen 2011; Fall & Chandar 2012; Silva-Villa et al. 2014; Mulia, Chandar & Whitmore 2016) , where a median γ calculated in Chandar et al. (2017) is -0.7±0.3. This is consistent with the 'quasi-universal' model of cluster formation and disruption (Whitmore 2003; Whitmore, Chandar & Fall 2007; Fall & Chandar 2012) . However, several studies have found age distributions significantly flatter (γ=-0.2 to -0.4) than that found in our dwarfs (Silva-Villa & Larsen 2011; Johnson et al. 2017; Adamo et al. 2017; Messa et al. 2018b) , and several works have found evidence that cluster disruption may occur at different rates across different environments within the same galaxy (Bastian et al. 2012; SilvaVilla et al. 2014; Adamo et al. 2017; Messa et al. 2018a ). For instance, Messa et al. (2018a) found a trend between the cluster disruption rate and gas surface density variations across the M51 disk. In a future work, we will investigate whether other parameters (e.g., SFR/area ≡ ΣSFR) may have a more pronounced effect on the formation and disruption of clusters in our dwarf galaxies.
SUMMARY
This study has uniformly identified and examined the star clusters in a large sample of dwarf galaxies (N=17) with high resolution HST imaging in 5 filters. The nearly uniform data has facilitated: 1) a detailed comparison of different cluster identification and photometry methods commonly used in the literature, 2) an examination of cluster properties in low-SFR environments with better number statistics than previously studied. The main conclusions are listed below.
• An examination of two widely used aperture corrections (average-based and concentration index (CI)-based) shows that both methods provide largely consistent colors and ages, but that roughly half of the clusters show CIbased aperture corrections that are inconsistent with the average correction given the measured errors. The median total flux difference derived from the two aperture corrections is 0.2 mag suggesting that many of the clusters are more compact than the average training cluster. This median total flux difference translates into a mass offset of 0.1-0.2 dex between the two aperture correction methods. However, the ensemble luminosity, mass, and age distributions derived from both aperture corrections are consistent with each other within the errors.
• Comparing the LEGUS cluster catalog with that of a previous large sample of dwarf galaxies (Cook et al. 2012) shows that the LEGUS catalog is more complete and provides more accurate total fluxes. The differences in the total fluxes is attributed to the low resolution of the ground-based imaging used to augment the HST imaging in Cook et al. (2012) . For clusters found in common to both catalogs, we find overall agreement in the ages, but the Cook et al. (2012) Figure 27. The maximum likelihood fits to the LEGUS cluster masses with an age of 1-200 Myr, where we show the 1-, 2-, and 3-σ contours in the β − M 0 parameter space when an underlying Schechter mass function is assumed. The upper-left panel shows all clusters with an age of 1-200 Myr, while the remaining panels show the fits to clusters binned by global SFR using the same bins as in Figures 23-25 . We find no statistically significant evidence for a truncation mass at the 2-3σ level due to the open contours, and that the size of the contours scales with the number of clusters in the sample. masses can be considerably different given the large total flux differences.
• The luminosity and mass functions observed for clusters in the LEGUS dwarfs can be described by a power-law, with an index of ≈ −2. The mass function appears to be independent of cluster age up to the ≈ 400 Myr studied here, and does not vary with star formation rate.
• The composite cluster mass function shows little evidence for an upper mass truncation at the 2-3σ level. The lack of a significant evidence holds for different age intervals and cluster samples binned by global SFR. The extent of the 3σ contours in the maximum likelihood fits rule out a truncation below ≈10 4.5 M , but cannot rule out a truncation at higher masses.
• The observed age distribution for the composite cluster population in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies can be described by a power law, dN/dτ ∝ τ γ , with γ = −0.8 ± 0.15, over the age range ≈ 10 − 400 Myr. This distribution appears to be independent of the mass of the clusters, and does not vary with star formation rate.
• The composite star formation history for our dwarf galaxies from both integrated light measurements (Hα and FUV) and preliminary resolved-star CMD SFHs are both quite flat, with a best fit power law index of γ form = 0.1−0.3. This indicates that disruption dominates the observed cluster age distribution, with ≈80% of the clusters being disrupted every decade in age.
In a future work, we will use updated star formation rates for the LEGUS dwarf galaxies to determine the star formation rate density, ΣSFR in a consistent way. We will also extrapolate the mass functions presented here to determine the fraction of stars found in clusters (Γ) in the LEGUS dwarf galaxies, and compare the results with the more massive galaxies in the LEGUS sample. Finally, we will explore if the age distributions change as a function of ΣSFR. Figure 28 . The total SFR versus age of the LEGUS dwarf galaxies using two independent SFR measurements. The red squares represent the summed Hα and FUV SFRs corrected for dust extinction from Lee et al. (2009) ; we have updated the SFR conversion using the prescription of Murphy et al. (2011) with a Kroupa IMF. The green circles represent the summed SFRs derived from the resolved-star SFHs of Cignoni et al. (2018) . The SFHs are preliminary and are in the process of being updated. The blue solid line represents the cluster age distribution in the LEGUS dwarf sample that has been scaled to fit on this graph for purposes of comparing the slopes. The total SFRs from both methods show a constant star formation in the composite dwarf sample indicating that the decline in the cluster age distribution is dominated by cluster disruption.
